Coding eCampus Program Classes

The University implemented a new form of online programs referred to as eCampus. Students in this program will take classes under special session codes. eCampus students can only be in an approved eCampus major. They cannot take classes in any other campus. Students in non-eCampus majors cannot take classes in the eCampus sessions. There is no cross over between programs.

What are Shadow Classes? If you have a course that both eCampus students and Distance Campus students will want to take, you may create both an eCampus section and a Distance (shadow) section of the course to accommodate students in both campuses. Shadow sections can be set up for each eCampus class with special session codes. The two sections can be taught together in the same course shell, but will be separate in the system, so the student’s billing records are correct. Instructors can merge both course shells in Canvas, since these cannot be combined. To set up a Shadow class: select the special session code with the letter D. Campus is Distance, all other fields are the same as below.

These are the fields for setting up an eCampus class:
1. Session – select one of the codes with the letter E in the code.
3. Campus field – select ECAM
4. Location field – select Web Based – Main Campus
5. Instruction Mode – select Web Based 100%
6. Class Attribute – Web 100%
7. Attribute Value – Web 100%
9. Class Notes – use codes #50 for 100% web and #92 “For eCampus Students Only. To enroll send email to: eCampus@bgsu.edu.”

Here is an example of an eCampus class:

If you have additional questions, please contact the eCampus office at 372-3226 or eCampus@bgsu.edu.